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 VASP input files:
i. “POSCAR”
ii. “INCAR”
iii. “KPOINTS”
iv. “POTCAR”

 Goals on this tutorial:
i. Management of crystal structures.i. Management of crystal structures.
ii. Band structure & Density of states calculations
iii. Simplified models: honeycomb lattice tight-binding 

model for graphene & square lattice t.b. model for 
La2CuO4

iv. Motivation for many-body physics: twisted bilayer 
graphene & high-Tc superconducting cuprates



POSCAR

1. Searching on the 
internet for it (use 
materialsproject.org).

2. Fabricating our own 
file if we know 
symmetry + lattice 
parameters (use 
VESTA).

We will use this for 
graphene...

parameters (use 
VESTA).

 ...and this for 
La2CuO4



POSCAR

a1
a2
a3

lattice constant (in Å)
name of the lattice

atoms in the u.c.
number of atoms in the u.c.

units of the atom positions (direct = in units of a1, a2 and a3)

atom 
positions



INCAR
 Gives input for the type calculation, e.g.:

 finite electric fields?
 with or without spin-orbit coupling?
magnetic or non-magnetic?
 which integration methods?
 relaxation or not of the lattice? relaxation or not of the lattice?
 run charge self-consistent or was already done in 
a previous calculation?
 ...
 ...
 ...



KPOINTS
For self-consistent runs: For band structure runs:

 X

M

Brillouin zone 
(square lattice)

 X

M



POTCAR
 Too complicated / time-consuming to run by ourselves.
 Pick one already from previous files.

 They contain pseudopotentials for each atom.

 Pseudopotential: approximate model for core + valence  Pseudopotential: approximate model for core + valence 
electrons in an atom  core electrons are “substracted”, 
and valence electrons are described by pseudo-
wavefunctions in a modified potential.



 VASP input files:
i. “POSCAR”
ii. “INCAR”
iii. “KPOINTS”
iv. “POTCAR”

 Basic commands to run:
1. Enter in the terminal1. Enter in the terminal

ssh –X qm3grk@qm3-login.bccms.uni-bremen.de
ssh –X nodeXXX

2. Load necessary modules everytime you enter in the node
module load intel openmpi fftw
module load vasp

3. In order to run (being in the folder with VASP files)
mpirun –np 20 vasp-mpi



EXTRAS: Graphene
 Dirac points at K / K’  electronic, thermal, optical and 
structural properties interesting for electronic applications.
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 But also on twisting: new field of Physics emerging in 
Condensed Matter in 2018 !!! (that means easy and lots of € + very interesting 
physics)

 Come by and ask me about “magic-angle twisted bilayer 
graphene” whenever you want !
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EXTRAS: Graphene

θ



λ ~ hundreds of Å

Small-angle twisted bilayers (and more)

J.M. Pizarro  Moiré superlattices and flat bands



Pablo Jarillo-Herrero experiments 2018

EXTRAS: Graphene

Cao et al., P. Jarillo-
Herrero Nature 

(2018)
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We had a metallic system for La2CuO4.
 Reality: the system is an insulator  what is going on?

What are we missing in DFT?
 Strong electronic correlations

Many-body physics: electrons behave drastically different (in Many-body physics: electrons behave drastically different (in 
our systems to DFT) when strong electronic correlations are 
present, e.g. in cuprates (like La2CuO4) or magic-angle twisted 
bilayer graphene. Emergent properties (a concept not only 
restricted to Physics!).
 Key concepts in many-body physics: Mott insulators, 
Hubbard hamiltonian, strongly coupled magnetism, high-Tc 
superconductors, Hund metals, quantum critical points, 
strongly correlated topological systems, etc


